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Abstract
Honey bees, Apis species, obtain carbohydrates from nectar and honeydew. These
resources are ripened into honey in wax cells that are capped for long-term storage. These
stores are used to overcome dearth periods when foraging is not possible. Despite the eco-
nomic and ecological importance of honey, little is known about the processes of its produc-
tion by workers. Here, we monitored the usage of storage cells and the ripening process of
honey in free-flying A.mellifera colonies. We provided the colonies with solutions of different
sugar concentrations to reflect the natural influx of nectar with varying quality. Since the
amount of carbohydrates in a solution affects its density, we used computer tomography to
measure the sugar concentration of cell content over time. The data show the occurrence of
two cohorts of cells with different provisioning and ripening dynamics. The relocation of the
content of many cells before final storage was part of the ripening process, because sugar
concentration of the content removed was lower than that of content deposited. The results
confirm the mixing of solutions of different concentrations in cells and show that honey is an
inhomogeneous matrix. The last stage of ripening occurred when cell capping had already
started, indicating a race against water absorption. The storage and ripening processes as
well as resource use were context dependent because their dynamics changed with sugar
concentration of the food. Our results support hypotheses regarding honey production pro-
posed in earlier studies and provide new insights into the mechanisms involved.
Introduction
Social insects, incl. honey bees, Apis species, display a complex colonial organisation based on
division of labour among nestmates, which in particular applies to the acquisition and storage
of food [1]. Floral pollen is the main source of protein for the honey bee. Nectar is obtained
from flowers and honey-dew is derived from plant-sucking insects [2]. These secretions pro-
vide the honey bees with the carbohydrates necessary to maintain their metabolism and con-
duct specific duties within and outside the hive [3]. Surplus pollen, nectar and honeydew are
stored into the cells of the wax combs built by workers. These stores allow honey bees to over-
come dearth periods, when foraging is not possible (e.g. during bad weather spells or over
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winter in the temperate regions). If the processes involved in food collection are well described
and understood [4], those leading to the production and storage of honey are poorly under-
stood. This is paradoxical given the importance of this product for colony survival and for
beekeeping and trade.
Once brought back to the nest by foragers, carbohydrates are delivered to storer bees, who
distribute them to hungry nestmates or process them to produce honey [4]. This ripening pro-
cess involves physicochemical transformations of nectar during which sucrose is inversed into
two simple sugars (dextrose and levulose) by enzymes originating from the hypopharyngeal
glands of workers [5,6]. In parallel, water is eliminated to increase sugar concentration [5,6],
which is the process we will focus on in this study. The concentration process is driven by
active evaporation behaviour by the workers [7–9] and by passive evaporation of cell content
under hive conditions [5,10–12]. Ripening dynamics are affected by various parameters such
as colony size, amount of available honeycomb cells, movement and humidity of air within the
hive, prevalent climatic conditions and botanical origin that determines the ratios of sugar to
water content of nectar [5,11,13]. As a consequence of variable interactions between these fac-
tors, ripening duration can vary from 1 to 11 days [13,14].
Our knowledge on honey ripening and storing is derived from qualitative descriptions of
worker behaviour [7], but measurements of sugar concentration are largely lacking to verify
the claims. Moreover, the previous studies designed to investigate these processes prevented
further intake of nectar and observations of active ripening [10,11,13], and thus provide only a
fragmentary picture of honey production. Concentration measurements also had a limited res-
olution because they were performed on the pooled contents of several cells [8,13]. More recent
studies of carbohydrate storage in honey bee nests used diagnostic radioentomology [15,16], a
non-destructive computer tomography based technique allowing measurements of sugar con-
centration in large numbers of individual cells. With a single snapshot of storage combs, diag-
nostic radioentomology helped determine whether spatial distribution of storage cells
depended on the sugar concentration of their content [17,18].
Here we took advantage of diagnostic radioentomology [16,17,18] to monitor density pat-
terns and measure sugar concentration in individual cells over time. Our aim is to gain a more
comprehensive understanding of carbohydrate storage and ripening processes. We worked
under more natural conditions compared to previous studies (e.g. [8,10,11,13]) by using free-
flying colonies in which cell filling and ripening were both performed by the workers. To be
able to control food provisioning of the test colonies as well as to mimic natural conditions
when foraging occurs on plants secreting nectar of different qualities [11,19–21], solutions
with different sugar concentrations were provided. Based on the observation of cell use, food
consumption and density measures of cell content, we determined how sugar concentration
and filling status of storage cells changed throughout the ripening process to form honey. We
deduced the cell filling and ripening behaviour of workers indirectly from the pattern of con-
tent density observed in single cells. We also aimed at testing the hypothesis that cell content
relocation is an integral part of ripening process [5,11]. Relocation can only be linked to ripen-
ing if the concentration of content removed is lower than that of content deposited subse-
quently. Another process we lack information on, is the final stages of honey production, i.e.
the capping of the cell over the ripe content [1]. As nectar is concentrated during ripening, it
becomes hygroscopic [5,22] and can therefore absorb water from the hive atmosphere, which
can lead to its fermentation [23,24]. Parallel concentration and capping processes of individual
storage cells therefore appear essential for efficient ripening by reducing the absorption surface.
To gather evidence towards such a potential race again honey dilution during the capping pro-
cess, we here test the hypothesis that ripening is still ongoing as the workers seal the cells with
wax. For this, we measured sugar concentration during and after the sealing of the honey cells.
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Our results will help broaden our understanding of a unique hoarding behaviour, which consti-
tutes a central adaptation of honey bees to overcome dearth periods, especially in the temperate
regions.
Material and Methods
Study design
From June to August 2012, three free-flying local honey bee colonies of mixed European origin
were used for the study (~4,000–5,000 workers, one mated and ovipositing queen) in Bern,
Switzerland (Latitude: 46.967223; Longitude: 7.397433). Since A.mellifera is not a protected
species, no specific permission was required to perform the study. In order to control the car-
bohydrate supply of each colony and to correlate it to storage patterns, the study was con-
ducted during a nectar dearth and sugar water was provided in feeding trays within the hives.
The test colonies were housed in small sized Miniplus (R) hives [30 × 30 × 34 cm, with 5
frames], thereby enabling to focus the X-ray beam on a limited surface area for an enhanced
scanning resolution. The combs containing brood and pollen (with occasional traces of nectar
and honey,< 2% of cells) were left in the hives, but the peripheral honey combs were replaced
with newly drawn empty combs (hereafter designated as the “test combs”) to promote and
monitor carbohydrate storage. No smoke was used during colony inspections to limit nectar
take up by workers, which would interfere with naturally occurring storage processes.
Each hive was equipped with a Miniplus (R) feeding tray in which two containers [Ø = 13
cm, height = 6 cm] were placed. In order to study the storage of food covering most of the
range of sugar concentration encountered during foraging (15%–65% [19,20]), 30% and 70%
sugar-water solutions were provided. Given that no knowledge is currently available to deter-
mine which conditions favour honey cell filling and capping, the feeding regime was adjusted
according to the observations on storage progress during the study. From day one to three, we
fed daily 200 ml volumes of 30% and 70% sugar solution to each colony. From day 4 onwards,
we increased the quantity of both solutions given to ensure satiation and therefore promote
storing and thus the need for ripening. From day five to six, colonies were only provided with
30% sugar solution in a further attempt to promote ripening behaviour. Subsequently, from
days 7 to 10, the colonies were only provided with 70% sucrose solution, to promote sealing of
honey cells. The amount of food consumed and stored was determined daily by weighing the
containers placed in the feeder and weighing the test combs after brushing the bees away.
To confirm that the colonies were hungry and thus willing to use the food provided during
the study and to identify any potential bias from other nectar sources available to the free-flying
colonies, we assessed the nectar flow by measuring the crop sugar concentrations of 5 returning
workers daily for each colony. For this, we compressed their abdomens dorsoventrally, leading
to regurgitation of crop contents [9]. The droplet obtained was placed in a refractometer and
its sugar concentration measured [21].
Diagnostic radioentomology
Scan images of the test combs were obtained with a Philips Brilliance CT 16-slice scanner (Phil-
ips Healthcare, 5680 DA Best, The Netherlands) using routine protocols [15,16,18] at 18°-
20°C. CT scans were performed between 13:00 and 15:00 on the first, second, fifth, eight, and
twelfth day after the introduction of the empty wax-combs and of the feeders. A regression of
sugar concentrations on density of the solutions was used to convert density Hounsfield units
in % sugar concentration [18]. To describe the patterns observed, we used the following termi-
nology for cell architecture: cell foundation refers to the vertical mid rib of the comb, represent-
ing the bottom of a wax cell. The term cell opening represents the open end of the cell.
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Visual analyses. To allow for the visualisation of cell content density patterns, we analysed
the CT-images with BeeView 3D software (Disect Systems Ltd; Suffolk, UK). The following set-
tings for the windowing feature were used: Level: 75 and Width: 505 with colour feature black
on white. For each test comb, a plane was chosen that crossed a maximum number of cells of
which the diameter was completely filled with sucrose solution. In order to avoid air and wax
inclusions, the selected plane was at least 3 scanning frames (a plane of 3 dimensional pixels
perpendicular to the long axis of the cell) away from cell foundation and 3 frames away from
cell opening.
Density analyses. We recorded density in Hounsfield Units (HU) with the ellipse tool of
eFilmLite version 1.5.0.0 [18]. In brief, an ellipse was drawn over the content of each cell with-
out including any wax material of the cell walls. Preliminary measures showed within cells vari-
ation of density. To take into account this variation, we averaged HUs measurements of two
ellipses per cell: at 3 scanning frames distance to the bottom of the cell and three frames away
from the surface of cell content, where no wax or air was present.
Observations
Patterns of content density within individual cells. Since worker behaviour was not
directly observed, storing and ripening behaviour was instead derived from the density patterns
of the content of individual cells filled from a quarter to a half. These patterns were described
in terms of homogeneity, presence of speckles, dark or bright appearance. Screening of cells of
the three combs scanned on day 1 was performed until no new visual pattern of density could
be identified. To determine how these patterns changed over time, we selected five cells of each
pattern category and also screened them on day 2.
Filling and ripening dynamics at the individual cell level. Preliminary observations
showed that cells that started to be filled after the test comb was placed in the hive were rarely
capped at the end of the study period. It was thus not possible to follow the complete filling
and ripening processes in a single cohort of cells, i.e. those that showed some content at day 1.
We thus monitored two cohorts, one with cells that contained solution on the first day, thereaf-
ter referred to as “early provisioned cells” and a second with cells that were capped at the end
of the study, thereafter referred to as “eventually capped cells”. We selected 10 early provi-
sioned cells and 10 eventually capped cells on each test comb (N = 3). Content concentration
in each of the 20 cells was measured at days 1, 2, 5, 8 and 12. E-Film was used for these mea-
surements, as described in the section “diagnostics radioentomology”. On these dates, the fill-
ing status of the cells was also estimated as the number of scanning frames for which the
content filled the whole cell diameter.
To investigate in detail the last stage of cell content ripening, we compared the density of
the content of completely capped cells (N = 29) with that of cells that workers had started to
seal with wax, but that still showed holes of various sizes in their capping (thereafter referred to
as “partially capped cells”, N = 30).
Ripening dynamics at the comb level. In order to measure changes in sugar concentra-
tion over time with a higher sample size than what is possible with the direct measurements of
cell content HUs, we visually categorized density patterns in 117–877 cells per comb (total
N = 7,225) using Disect. To ensure that the accuracy of the visual pattern identification was
sufficient to describe the phenomenon studied, we validated it by measuring with E-Film the
HU of a subsample of N = 22–30 cells (total N = 142) of the different categories determined
visually (see Fig 1). There was an increasing and non-overlapping sugar concentration for cell
displaying homogeneously dark content, dark content with a few bright speckles, dark content
with medium or high numbers of bright speckles and entirely bright cells (Fig 1). The different
Honey Storage in Honey Bees, Apis mellifera
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patterns identified visually therefore represented a valid index of distinct sugar concentration
ranges. We quantified the number of cell showing these pattern categories on one side of each
of our 3 test combs for each scan (at days 1, 2, 5, 8 and 12).
Statistical analyses
Parametric linear mixed models applied to the repeated measures of individual cells showed
strong deviations of the residuals from normality (Shapiro-Wilk, Anderson-Darling, and Lillie-
fors tests, P< 0.05), therefore all analyses performed to study the dynamics of cell filling and
content concentration between early provisioned and eventually capped cells were performed
applying robust rank-based methods [25]. For this, we used an ANOVA-like statistic based on
the package nparLD [26] of R [27]. This test’s statistics distribution approximates the F-distri-
bution [26] and is referred to as ‘statistic’ in the results section. Similarly, for the following anal-
yses, whenever residuals were not normally distributed, non-parametric tests were used.
Ripening dynamics were further investigated by comparing percentages of cells with differ-
ent attributes (filling level increasing vs. not increasing, content concentration increasing vs.
not increasing, slow vs. fast filling) between early provisioned and eventually capped cells with
Pearson Chi-square tests. With the same aim, we used the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test to
compare the changes in counts of low (dark and weakly-speckled cells) and high density
(medium-, highly-speckled and bright cells) cells over time as well as to compare the properties
of the two cell types studied between consecutive days or periods. Since for these comparisons
single days were used for two comparisons (one with the previous and one with the following
day), we applied a Bonferroni correction. This test was also used to investigate the resource use
of the colonies by comparing the mass of food stored between consecutive days as well as by
comparing the mass of solution removed from the feeders with that stored in the test combs.
Fig 1. Visual categories of cell content density patterns. Average ± S.D. sugar concentrations (in %) for
22–30 cells per category is shown. The sugar concentrations in the various visual categories of cell content
density were normally distributed (Anderson-Darling: P 0.07) and thus compared with an ANOVA. All
categories of sugar concentrations were significantly different from each other (post-hoc Scheffé multiple
comparison tests: P < 0.001).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0161059.g001
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To assess the effect of cell relocation on ripening, we also used the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
test and compared the sugar concentration and level of filling of cells that were subsequently
emptied with that of cells suddenly filled. To increase our understanding of the last stages of
honey production, a two-sample t-test compared the sugar concentration in partly and
completely capped cells. The program SYSTAT 13 was used for these analyses.
Ripening dynamics were also investigated at the comb level by comparing density pattern
proportions (considered as ordered categories: dark, little, medium, high, bright) between colo-
nies and over time with the R function polr() (generalized linear models for proportional odds
logistic regression [28]; R Core Team 2016). Comparisons of proportions of each pattern
between two consecutive days in unpaired data structures were done with two-sample tests for
equality of proportions (prop.test) of package stats; R Core Team 2016). Poisson models were
applied for pairwise comparisons of total counts of cells filled between consecutive days using
the log-link in glm) (R Core Team 2016).
Results
Natural availability of food during the study period
It took up to 15 min to gather the 5 workers with sufficient crop load to determine natural
availability of nectar. The nectar gathered by foragers was of low concentration (N = 148,
median = 31% sucrose, 1st quartile: 28.0; 3rd: 66.8).
Patterns of content density within individual carbohydrate storage cells
One day after the colony was given access to the feeders, distinct density patterns emerged
within the cells. One pattern consisted in cells displaying entirely dark (low density) content
(Fig 2A), while another consisted in bright (high density) speckles spread within the cells (Fig
2B). The number and size of speckles could vary until the cell content was mostly bright (Fig
2C). A further pattern was represented by high-density content at the periphery of the cells,
along all (Fig 2D) or some cell walls (Fig 2E). Three quarters of the cells that showed the latter
three high-density patterns (Fig 2C–2E) were neighbouring empty cells (S1 Fig).
Visual inspection of individual cells (N = 5 per pattern category, Fig 2A–2D) over time
revealed several content density dynamics. Dark cells generally changed to a speckled appear-
ance, but were occasionally emptied. Cells showing homogeneously bright content at day 1
remained bright at day 2, changed to speckled appearance, or were occasionally emptied. Ini-
tially speckled cells showed an increase in speckle numbers and size at day 2, but on few occa-
sions a decrease was observed. The highly concentrated material along the walls of certain cells
(Fig 2D) could disappear and result in a speckled appearance or thicken to the point where the
whole cell showed a bright content. From day 5 onwards and until day 12, we observed only
speckled cells that kept this appearance, became entirely bright or were emptied.
In sagittal section, irrespectively of observation day, most of cells showed variables patterns
of content appearance. For instance, a variation of speckle density could occur along the long
axis of the cell. Approximately a fifth of the cells showed increasing speckle density from the
cell foundation to the cell opening (Fig 3). Sugar concentration of 73.6 ± 2.1% measured near
the foundation and 91.4 ± 1.4% near the opening confirmed this observation. We also observed
‘tongues’ of dense solution towards the opening of partly filled cells (Fig 4).
Filling and ripening dynamics at the individual cell level
Wemeasured an average increase in concentration of 10.6% between day 1 and 2 in 31 cells
showing content on day 2. In 49 cells showing content at day 12, the daily average increase
Honey Storage in Honey Bees, Apis mellifera
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(between days 5 and 12) in concentration was 1.8% (U = 7.73; df = 1; P = 0.005). Only 10% (3
out of 30) of the sample of cells that were provisioned by workers on the first day were capped
after 12 days. Conversely, few (2 out of 30, 6.6%) of the second sample of cells that were capped
at the end of this period showed content on the first day. Content deposition in most cells even-
tually capped (25 out of 30, 83%) started after day 2 (Fig 5). We thus analysed these cohorts of
cells (early provisioned and eventually capped) separately.
The robust rank-based method showed that the amount of solution filled in the cells
between scans is significant different between the early provisioned and eventually capped cells
(statistic = 6.05; df = 1.0; P = 0.014). Colonies showed significant differences in the amount
filled per scan (statistic = 12.84; df = 2.0; P< 0.001; Fig 5). The interactions between colony
and cell type as well as that between colony, cell type and days were significant (statistic = 57.87;
df = 2.0; P< 0.001; statistic = 34.57; df = 4.8; P< 0.001, respectively). Filling of cells followed a
Fig 2. Patterns of content appearance observed in individual cells at day 1. A) dark cell content of low density, B) cell content
contains a variable number of high density speckles of varying sizes, C) most of the content of bright cells is of high density, D) the
high density content coats all or E) some of the walls.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0161059.g002
Fig 3. Sagittal view of a cell with content density increasing towards the cell opening (on the right side).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0161059.g003
Honey Storage in Honey Bees, Apis mellifera
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similar pattern in two colonies (#1 and 3) where a continuous increase occurred both in early
provisioned and eventually capped cells. The increase was significantly higher in early provi-
sioned cells compared to eventually capped cells for six scans out of 10 (S1 Table). In the third
colony (#2), filling of early provisioned cells decreased significantly between days 5 and 8 (sta-
tistic = 30.16; df = 1; P< 0.001, S2 Table) and was significantly higher in eventually capped
cells at days 8 and 12 (Fig 5, S1 Table).
For concentration of cell content, the robust rank-based method used shows that values at
each scan are different between early provisioned and eventually capped cells (statistic = 4.98;
df = 1.0; P = 0.025). Colonies showed significant differences in the content concentration of
cells over the study period (statistic = 33.09; df = 1.7; P< 0.001). The interactions between col-
ony and cell type as well as that between colony, cell type and days were significant (statis-
tic = 11.98; df = 1.7; P< 0.001; statistic = 5.70; df = 5.70; P< 0.001, respectively). On the first
day of feeding, the median concentration of cell content in early provisioned cells was of 57.7%
(N = 30; range: 31–86; Fig 6). Once most eventually capped cells showed content (from day 5
onwards), their sugar concentration was higher than that of early provisioned cells but only sig-
nificantly so for five scans out of 10 (Fig 6; S1 Table). At day 12, the sugar concentration was
always significantly higher in the cells eventually capped (Fig 6; S1 Table). In these capped
cells, sugar concentration reached a median of 84.8% (N = 30; range: 79–92; Fig 6).
Fig 4. Sagittal view of partially filled cell. A ‘tongue’ of high-density content is visible at the cell opening.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0161059.g004
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Filling and sugar concentration did not continuously increase in all of the 60 cells measured
over the 12 days and differences in dynamics were measured between the early provisioned
and capped cells. The percentage of cells showing increasing filling level was significantly
higher for cells eventually capped (29 out of 30, 96.7%) than for cells provisioned early (19 out
of 30, 63.3%) (Chi-square test: χ2 = 10.4, df = 1, P = 0.001). The percentage of cells in which
sugar concentration increased over time was higher for cells eventually capped with 80.0% (24
out of 30), compared to 56.7% (17 out of 30) of the early provisioned cells. This difference was
marginally significant (χ2 = 3.77, df = 1, P = 0.05).
It took 4–7 days for most cells eventually capped (25 out of 30, 83.3%) and 11–12 days for
the remaining 16.6% (5 out of 30 cells) to reach the maximum level of filling observed at the
end of the study period. In contrast, for most cells provisioned early (15 out of 20, 75%; 10 cells
were empty at the end of the study period), it took 11–12 days to reach an equivalent filling
level. The remaining 25% of these cells (5 out of 20) were already full after 4 to 7 days. The pro-
portion of cells filled rapidly was significantly higher in the cells that were eventually capped
(χ2 = 17.01, df = 1, P< 0.001).
Over the entire study, fifteen out of the 60 cells sampled (both provisioned early and eventu-
ally capped) showed content at a given scan time, but were found empty in the next scan (e.g.
S2 Fig). At the last time point they still showed content, their median concentration was 63.8%
(1st quartile: 61.0; 3rd: 66.8; range: 33–81%), with a median filling level of 10.5 frames (1st quar-
tile: 6.5; 3rd: 14; range 4–16). In contrast, 30 empty cells were provisioned between two scans.
These cells showed a median content concentration of 76.8% (1st quartile: 73.8; 3rd: 79.6;
Fig 5. Comparison of the filling levels of cells provisioned early and eventually capped.Medians, first and third quartiles as well as range are
shown. Sample size is 10 cells per box. For clarity, outliers identified by Systat are not shown. Significant differences between cell types are indicated
with * (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, P < 0.025).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0161059.g005
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range: 55–88%) and a median filling status of 12.5 frames (1st quartile: 10.8; 3rd: 14.5; range
6–18). The concentration of the newly provisioned cells was significantly higher than that of
the content of cells before they were emptied (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test: U = 81.0; df = 1;
P< 0.001). In contrast, their filling status was not significantly different (U = 155; df = 1;
P = 0.09).
Sugar concentration in partly capped cells (81.1 ± 3.2%) was significantly lower than in the
cells for which the capping process was complete (84.8 ± 3.3%; two sample t-test: t = -4.1;
df = 56.9; P< 0.001).
Ripening dynamics at the comb level and resource use
The three colonies differed significantly in the proportions of cells observed in each category of
density pattern over time (proportional odds logistic regression: χ2 = 338.56; df = 2;
P< 0.001). The interaction between colony and time (scan day) was significant (χ2 = 134.84;
df = 2; P< 0.001). Statistical comparisons between the proportions of density categories
observed from one scan day to the next are given in the supplementary material (S3 Table).
The number of dark cells with a sugar concentration of 44.3 ± 5.3% (average ± S.D) signifi-
cantly decreased until day 5 (Fig 7A, data of the three colonies graphically pooled; S3 Table for
comparisons for each colony), despite the presence of low concentration food until this day
(Fig 7B). Between day 1 and 2, the number of weakly-speckled cells with a sugar concentration
of 59.5 ± 4.2% increased, but only significantly so in one colony (S3 Table), and significantly
decreased from day 2 to 5 (Fig 7A, S3 Table). The number of medium-speckled cells with a
Fig 6. Comparison of sugar concentrations between cells provisioned early and eventually capped.Medians, first and third quartiles as well as
range are shown. Sample size is 10 cells per box. For clarity, outliers identified by Systat are not shown. Significant differences between cell types are
indicated with * (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, P < 0.025).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0161059.g006
Honey Storage in Honey Bees, Apis mellifera
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Fig 7. A) Number of cells filled with content of different sugar concentrations (see Fig 1) andmass of stored solution over time
(average ± S.D.). Box plots represent median, first and third quartiles as well as range. B)Mass of feeding solutions (30% and 70% sugar
Honey Storage in Honey Bees, Apis mellifera
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sugar concentration of 70.6 ± 2.8% increased until day 5. This increase was significant between
day 1 and 2 in one colony, and in one colony between day 2 and 5, while it decreased signifi-
cantly in the two others during the latter period (S3 Table). In the following days, the number
of these cells significantly decreased in all cases but one, where the decrease was not significant
between days 8 and 12 in colony 3 (P = 0.085; S3 Table). The number of highly-speckled cells
with a sugar concentration of 77.4 ± 2.1% increased significantly in all colonies from day 2 to 8
to stabilise thereafter (Fig 7A, S3 Table). The increase in number of cells in the high density
range (corresponding to medium-, highly-speckled and bright cells) between days 2 and 5
was greater than the corresponding decrease in the number of cells with lower density pat-
terns (dark and weakly-speckled cells). The difference in cell numbers between days 2 and 5
corresponds to a ratio of 5.5 versus 0.05 for high and low density cells, respectively, but this dif-
ference was not significant (U = 29; P = 0.08). The amount of bright cells with a sugar concen-
tration of 89.7 ± 1.9% was generally low (Fig 7A). The proportions between consecutive days
were not significantly different in nine cases out of 12 but a significant increase occurred in the
three remaining cases (Fig 7A, S3 Table). In all colonies, the total number of cells used for stor-
age increased until day 5 (statistically significant in all cases except in colony 1 between days 1
and 2), then decreased between days 5 and 8 (significantly in colonies 2 and 3) and stabilised
after this day in colonies 1 and 3, while it decreased significantly in colony 2 (Fig 7A, S4 Table).
The weight gain of the test comb stagnated between days 5 and 6 when colonies had only access
to the 30% feeding solution (Fig 7A and 7B), but increased until and after this period. However,
this increase was not significant between consecutive days (S5 Table).
The amount of solution stored represented 10% (range: 8 to 12%, Fig 7B) of the solution
removed from the feeders and was thus significantly lower than the latter’s amount (U = 37;
df = 1; P< 0.001). From day 8 onwards, bees were only fed with 70% sucrose solution, which
they removed from feeders in large quantity (70.6 ± 14.2% of the 1,500g provided; range: 756–
1,384g).
Discussion
The various patterns of cell content density observed in storage combs varied over time. This
density could increase, decrease or remain stable in individual cells, but at the comb level, a
general increase in filling level, content concentration and number of storage cells was
observed. Cell content appeared inhomogeneous throughout the ripening process and until
after cell capping. Changes over time in filling level and speed as well as in sugar concentration
differed in two types of cells: those provisioned early and those that were capped at the end of
the observation period. Content relocation was at the origin of these two types of cells. Sugar
concentration in cells that would later be emptied was lower than that of cells filled after reloca-
tion. In the last stage of honey production, significant differences in sugar concentration
occurred between cells for which capping was ongoing and cells for which it was completed.
Significantly higher values were measured in fully capped cells. Our data also showed that only
a tenth of the feeding solutions provided to the test colonies was stored in the combs. The latter
increased in weight mostly when 70% sugar solution was provided and not when only 30%
sugar solution was given. Low concentration solutions seemed to be preferentially consumed,
whereas high concentration solutions were stored. Despite significant differences in dynamics
or filling, ripening and relocation between colonies, we could derive the behavior of storer bees
from our observations and thus better understand how honey is produced.
concentration) removed from the feeders over time. Box plots represent median, first and third quartiles as well as range. The horizontal
bars in the lower part of the graph illustrate the feeding regime.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0161059.g007
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Resource use by honey bees: consumption versus storage
Overall foraging activity was low during the study period. It was thus unlikely that large
amount of natural food source was more concentrated and more attractive than that provided.
As a consequence, most of the food stored by the colonies was likely to be that provided.
Weight of stored solution was 10% than that of the solutions removed from the feeder, indicat-
ing that the greater proportion of solutions provided was consumed by the colonies during the
dearth period when the study took place. Such ratio may vary over the year due to environmen-
tal factors influencing nectar production [21,29] as well as colony hunger status. Honey storage
should thus be studied over the entire foraging season under different environmental contexts
to provide a better understanding of resource use versus storage by honeybee colonies. As indi-
cated by significant interactions between the parameters measured in both cell types and the
factor colony, there may be yet unresolved intercolonial differences in ripening dynamics.
Since we have not measured the humidity within the test hives, this factor could have varied
between colonies and influenced the concentration process [12].
The observations of density patterns revealed that both high and low concentrated feeding
solutions were provisioned into cells in the beginning of the study. Later, no more low density
solution was found in the combs, which could indicate that this solution was concentrated
before being deposited [11]. Alternatively, but not mutually exclusive, the provided 30% feed-
ing solution was more readily consumed by the bees rather than stored. This is supported by
the absence of mass increase of the test comb when only 30% solution was provided on days 5
and 6 (Fig 7). Preferably consuming sugar solutions of low concentration is also advantageous
since the optimal sugar concentration for consumption is below that of honey. Indeed, workers
dilute honey before consuming it [30]. However, it is currently unknown which concentration
is required for consumption. Preferably, storing solution of high concentration also appears
adaptive since honey ripening effort is reduced when starting from a higher concentration. The
concentration threshold determining whether forage will be consumed or stored could also
vary depending on the amount of food already stored in the colony [4], on environmental fac-
tors (foraging season versus winter or abundant nectar flow versus dearth) and on physiologi-
cal or genetic factors of individual workers [31].
Deriving nectar processing behavior of workers from density patterns of
cell content
One day after feeding, several density patterns could be observed within cells that had been
provisioned. Two patterns consisted of homogenous cell content: dark cells provisioned with
low density content (Fig 2A) or bright cells with high density content (Fig 2C). Both patterns
reflected bulk filling of content of similar sugar concentration in individual cells. The occur-
rence of homogeneously dark cells corresponds to the storage of low density feeding solution
that has not been subjected to concentration process. This is in line with the observations that
during a major nectar flow, bees do not always process nectar, but instead store it immediately
to cope with the high number of foragers returning and needing off-loading [4,7].
Cells with inhomogeneous (speckled) content were commonly observed in both vertical and
sagittal sections (Figs 2 and 3). The number and size of speckles varied considerably among
individual cells (ranging from weakly to highly speckled cells), showing different stages of con-
tent concentration. Alternatively, this inhomogeneous appearance could have resulted from
the deposition in the same individual cells of 30% and 70% sugar solutions. This possibility is
supported by earlier results showing that workers mix solutions of different sugar concentra-
tions during the storing process [18]. Additional evidence for mixing of cell content between
different cells was provided in the present study by the occurrence of cells in which content
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density was not increasing (fluctuating density in 21% and decreasing density in 3.5% of cells,
respectively) over time. Such variations can only occur after addition of a less concentrated
solution into a cell. Other cells with inhomogeneous content were characterised by high-den-
sity content along their walls (Fig 2D and 2E). This pattern may result from the ‘wall painting’
behaviour [7] by which workers release nectar on the cell ceiling with sideways head move-
ments (much as in painting behaviour). Subsequently, the nectar could run down the cell walls
in a thin layer, generating the high-density wall coating. Park [7] also described that if cells
were already partly filled with nectar, workers added more nectar by dipping their mouthparts
into the content already present. Accordingly, if nectar of lower density were added to a
‘painted’ cell, the observed ring pattern might result.
Cells with inhomogeneous content show provisioning with different sugar qualities and
indicate that thorough homogenisation does not occur during cell provisioning. The majority
of capped cells, which are no longer processed by workers, also showed a content of inhomoge-
neous density, indicating that final stored product (i.e. honey) is not a homogenous carbohy-
drate solution. This has not been described before and is comparable to the heterogeneous ‘bee
bread’ stored in the combs. Bee bread is composed of layers of pollen originating in the deposi-
tion of pollen pellets of different botanical origins in the same cell [32].
Ripening processes
Concentrating processes can rapidly increase cell content by at least 16% (86% sugar concen-
tration was measured 24h after feeding, whereas a maximum of 70% sugar concentration was
provided). Since passive evaporation of naturally stored nectar under hive conditions increased
concentration from only 2 to 8% [8], the occurrence of an active concentration process is likely
to explain the increase observed. During ‘tongue lashing’ behaviour [7,33], workers concentrate
droplets of regurgitated nectar with movements of their mouthparts that can result in a rise of
10 to 25% sugar concentration of the nectar collected within a few hours [8]. However, since
our study design uncoupled behaviour from the resulting density patterns observed, we could
not unambiguously determine which patterns resulted from active or passive mechanism or
from a combination of both. A similar limitation prevented determining whether the thin
highly concentrated layer of feeding solution formed by tension forces at the cell-opening was
the result of passive ripening due to a high surface to volume ratio, or of active ripening of the
first cell content available for processing by approaching workers. Extending this argument to
the ‘painted cells’, the dense ring of content could be due to the deposition of nectar of low con-
centration, which while flowing down the cells walls exposes a high surface area to passive
evaporation or to deposition of actively ripened nectar on the walls. Such ringed cells (as well
as cells with homogeneous bright content), were often located along the edges of the storage
areas or adjacent to empty cells. It is thus possible that concentration of their content was pro-
moted by metabolic heat produced by workers entering the neighboring empty cells to rest [1].
Whether this phenomenon is a consequence of workers entering cells specifically to promote
ripening in an analogous mechanism to brood heating [34] is not known. Our combs were
freshly built and therefore devoid of larval silk that could have absorbed water [35] at the con-
tact zone between cell wall and content. It is therefore unlikely that water loss through the
hydrophobic wax walls could have created these patterns.
Under colony conditions, the passive concentration process of experimentally filled storage
comb is faster for smaller sugar solution volumes, displaying a larger surface area [10,11]. In
these studies, the increase in concentration within 24 hours was higher in cells that were a
quarter full (~65%), compared to those filled up to three quarters (~30%, [10,11]). Our results
support the hypothesis that bees exploit this physical property: in the first two days of our
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investigation performed under more natural conditions than previous studies, the filling status
of cells remained at a low levels, with an increase of concentration of 10.6% per day. In con-
trast, concentration increased of only 1.8% per day after day 5, when cells were more than half
full. However, in absence of behavioral observations, we cannot exclude that active ripening
contributed to the initial increase of sugar concentration.
Relocation of cell content as part of the ripening process
The total number of provisioned cells on the combs increased until day 5 and decreased until day
8 to stabilise until the end of the study. The parallel constant increase in weight of the comb indi-
cates that cell content was gathered and pooled into fewer cells. The individual cell observations
reflect this relocation since half of the early provisioned cells were emptied over the study period.
This is in line with earlier observations that bees tend to store the fresh nectar in small amounts
in many cells spread widely over the comb as long as there is enough space available, before the
nectar is collected again and put into the cells in a more clustered pattern [5]. Whether cell con-
tent is concentrated during the relocation process was so far unclear since no measure of sugar
concentration of cell content before and after relocation had been performed [5]. Our data indi-
cate that the cell content is indeed actively concentrated by workers before being relocated into a
different cell. An alternative explanation is that the cell content displaced is mixed with more
concentrated solution obtained from the 70% feeder before being relocated. Diagnostic radioen-
tomology did not allow us to distinguish between these possibilities. In addition, one might argue
that cell content of lower concentration was consumed instead of concentrated and redeposited.
Since only 10% of the solution removed from the feeder was stored and 90% was consumed, this
scenario seems unlikely. Most of the workers nutritional need should have been covered by direct
consumption from the feeder. Our observations are therefore likely to reflect only ripening and
storage processes, rather than consumption from stored reserves.
In one colony (#2), relocation was associated with brood production. Workers emptied stor-
age cells in the centre of the test comb to clear space for brood rearing. This contributed to the
higher rate of relocation observed in this colony, but was accompanied by an increase in con-
centration of the remaining cells, as in the other colonies. This highlights the need to consider
the overall colony condition to identify the rules determining honey ripening, including the
spatial constraints due to comb use for other purposes than nectar storage. Based on CT scan-
ning at four day intervals, relocations appear to be frequent. Since relocation events most likely
also occurred between scans, our estimate is conservative. Future measurements at closer inter-
vals are required to trace relocation events at a higher temporal resolution.
Partitioning of comb in processing and storage cells
Early provisioned cells were frequently emptied during the study and their content relocated in
other cells that were thus suddenly filled and finally capped. Comparison of filling levels and
content concentration between early provisioned- and capped cells revealed significant differ-
ences. A significant interaction with the factor colony indicated different dynamics between
each test unit. However, general observations could be derived from the observations. The cell
filling level was in general significantly higher in cells provisioned early until day 5, whereas
content concentration tended to be higher in the eventually capped cells after this day (Figs 5
and 6). After day 5, the proportion of cells showing an increase in filling status in the eventually
capped cells was also significantly higher, as well as the speed with which they were filled.
Despite similar cell filling levels observed at day 8 and 12 in both groups of cells in colonies 1
and 3, early provisioned cells were not about to be capped since the concentration of their con-
tent did not reach that of honey.
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Our observations suggest that the content of two cohorts of cells varies in both quantity and
concentration over time. Those cells that were not capped until the end of the study functioned
as transient storage cells during the ripening process. In contrast, cells that were filled later and
significantly faster with highly concentrated content were eventually capped and constituted
the final honey store. Such a spatial segregation between processing and storage cells via con-
tent transfer from the former to the latter may foster the honey ripening process and be eco-
nomic due to size limitations of the available comb area.
Final stages of ripening
To this date, there was no documented threshold value of sugar concentration at which a
honey cell is capped by workers. Our measures showed a sugar concentration of 84.8 ± 3.5%
(range: 79–92%) for cells capped within the last 24h. These values correspond to the higher
range given in the literature for ripe honey (75–86% [36]). Under our study conditions, cap-
ping of storage cells was first observed at day 12, while other studies reported a faster comple-
tion of ripening (1 to 11 days [13,14]). These differences could be explained by factors internal
and external to the colony. For example, the dearth period and the resulting need for direct
consumption coupled with the access to food within the nest may have prolonged the process
by affecting the perception of storage needs by the workers. It is also possible that methodologi-
cal differences explain the slower ripening. In contrast to other studies, we placed feeders inside
the hives and they could have acted as a source of water increasing humidity. Since the rate of
evaporation from the cells varies inversely to the relative humidity in the hive’s atmosphere
[13], ripening process could have slowed down. Our results show higher sugar concentrations
in capped vs. partly capped cells. This is not expected if cell capping is initiated only once their
content is ripe. In this case, concentration in partly capped cells should be similar to that of
fully capped cells. Our results therefore indicate that the ripening process is still ongoing when
capping has already started and hence suggest the possibility of a race against honey dilution.
Conclusions
Variation in ripening dynamics within and between individual cells might reflect the outcome of
storer bees’ behavior to work around the spatial and biophysical constraints to nectar ripening.
The reorganization of stores to concentrate nectar into honey and the coordination with other
colony functions, such as brood rearing [37], is achieved via cell content relocation. This process
led to the overall increase of filling level in a high number of storage cells, of which the content
concentration eventually reached that of honey. Ripening dynamics showed intercolonial varia-
tions that might be explained by internal factors (e.g. genetics, variations in humidity within the
hives [12]). In conclusion, our data provide evidence for the occurrence of both passive and active
mechanisms involved in honey production and confirm previous hypotheses based on beha-
vioural observations [5,10,11]. Given the high resolution and non-destructive property of the
method used, we were also able to describe previously unknown phenomena of nectar processing
and honey production at the individual cell and comb levels (e.g. within cell heterogeneity of con-
tent and their dynamics over time). A combination of diagnostic radioentomology and detailed
behavioral observations under a range of natural conditions will help to further advance our
understanding of the ripening and storing of honey according to the colony’s nutritional and
environmental contexts and contribute to improving beekeeping management.
Supporting Information
S1 Fig. Test comb appearance in colony 2. Scans were performed at A) day 1, B) day 2, C) day
5, D) day 8, E) day 12 after feeding. Cell density patterns observed on each day are depicted by
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icons on the right side of each picture. Note 1) the increasing density and number of filled cells;
2) the changing shape of the area of nectar containing cells due to the relocation of cell content
after workers cleared cells for brood rearing (empty central area in D and E); such changes (1
and 2) also occurred in the other two colonies but with a lower frequency; 3) the dense areas of
cell content neighbouring empty cells.
(TIF)
S2 Fig. Sugar concentration (left y-axis) and filling level (right y-axis) over time in ten indi-
vidual cells per colony. Each row corresponds to a colony and shows a representative subsam-
ple of filling and ripening dynamics. The first five cells of each line represent early provisioned
cells that contained solutions already at day 1 (some were relocated at a later stage); the follow-
ing 5 cells represent eventually capped cells.
(TIF)
S1 Table. Results of Wilcoxon test comparing the filling and content concentration of early
provisioned and eventually capped cells at each scan day. Significant P—values (< 0.025)
after Bonferroni correction are indicated with .
(DOCX)
S2 Table. Comparison of cell filling level and content concentration between consecutive
days in early provisioned and eventually capped cells. Significant P—values (< 0.05) from
the robust-ranked method (nparLD) are indicated with .
(DOCX)
S3 Table. Results from the two-sample tests for equality of proportions between consecu-
tive days. The test was performed for each pattern category and for the three colonies sepa-
rately. Decrease or increase of proportions between the two days are indicated with< and>,
respectively. Significant P—values (< 0.05) are indicated with .
(DOCX)
S4 Table. Results of the Poisson models (log-link in glm(), R) applied for pairwise compari-
sons of total number of cells filled between consecutive days in each colony. Decreasing and
increasing values are indicated with< and>, respectively. Significant P-values (< 0.05) are
indicated with .
(DOCX)
S5 Table. Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test comparing the amount of solution stored in the
three colonies between consecutive days.
(DOCX)
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